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Genera l Considera tions 
F.John (1)* ha s ma de a study of Par abolic Diff erentia l 
equations of order t wo by Difference methods. 
The purpose of this paper i s to use the methods of 
F.John to study 'n' dimensional par abolic differentia l 
equations by difference methods. 
(1) 
The differential equa tion considered is 
~u n ~2u n C) 
::..t··=.I: a1.-2 + 2 E b . .J!. + eu + d v l ~ . l l~X. l= oxi l= l 
and R: O<t~T 
and -eO<xi<.OO for i=l, 2, ••• ,n 
with the i nitia l condition 
( 2) 
where a .= a.(x.,t) l l l 
b.= b.(x . ,t) l l l 
e = e( x1 ,x2, ••• ,~,t) 
d = d(x1 , x2, ••• , xn,t) 
With the differential equation (1), we a s s ocia te a 
+ kd( x1 , x2, ••• , xn,t) 
rl,r2, •• r n 
with suitable coefficients C • 
* Numbers in bra cket refer to s ources listed in ·:;he 
bibli ogr aphy. 
J.Jet us oall 
"'i) 1",, . . . . . ,-I" ..... 
c = 
and = 
and u(x]:, x2, ••• ,xn,t) = u (x.' ~ t) 
u(x1t r 1h, X2+ r 2h, ... ' t j = u (xi+ rih' t )' 
so, t he difference equations become 
c 2 ) u (xi , t + k) 
The functions ai' bi' e, d, f ana 
in R. 
"'>: 
C in (2) may bEl defined 
Let k be a function of h, so tha t 
h alone. 
de pends on 
2. 
"'("i. 
Let C = 
-:;. c I. (xi , t,h,) be del ined for \X.,t) in R 
~ ~ 
and 
0~ b ~ H 
SolmJion of ( 2) and (laJ will be u(xi, t,h), where, 
(1.1) 
wi ·ch the initial condition 
(1.2) u(xi' O,hJ = f(x.) ~ 
tha t 
t hese t wo equations vi z . tl.l ) and (1. 2) define 
u(x . , t, h ). Here 2:. denotes 2: ~ L: ... ~ ~ -:ri. v, "("~ y~ -r_ 
we restr1ct ourselves to the finite case of (1.1), so 
3. 
ln this case (1.1) and (1.2} have a unique solution u(.xi,t,h) 
defined in the l at tice LJ -h. of points lxi,t) = (sili:,n 'k) 
where s. and n 1 are integers and 0 ~n 1 k ~ T. For convenience 
~ 
in forming regulari ty conditions it will be assumed that 
..,.. . 
e • , d, f are defined for all xi,t,h with 
0 ~ t 4 T and 0 ~ h~ H , although the solution ul xi, t, h) 
of {.1.1) will only be cons idered for (xi,t) in t he lattice ~i.... . 
It is clear tha t the coefficients ~t C haye to be 
rela ted to the coefficients a., , . . b., e of the dmfferential l. ...... .' . l. 
equation, if u(xi,t,h) is to approximate the solution of (1). 
(1.3a) 
Equation (1.1) can be written in the form 
~ ~xi, t + k, h) - u(xi, t,h) 
k = 
where - I it --ti = o 
- 0 -i.t =i=i ::/:. 0 
v. 
The simplest requirements on C ~ are obtained by postulating 
tha t this equation goes over into (1) for h ~0 and for 
suffiui ently regular u. If we expand u(xi+rih,t ) with respect 
to h, we are led to the conditions: I 
'VI- -o ~ 2 h2 clti 





ox. o x. 
l. J 
+ . . . . . . . . . . . 
as h-+ 0, = ~ , (l.3a ) becomes: 
d:) tu(i1., t,h) + i: r. h au • 1. ax. 
v=- \ 1. 
+ 
" :L + L_r.r.h 




+ •••• } + d ( x:i , t ) 
.J ifj 
Compare this with (1) which is: 
observing the coefficients of u(ii,t) in both, we have 
1 [ r. (- ) - (";jot: 1 k l= C 1. xi, t , h o 
Yj_ 
(1.4a) e(i., t) = lim. 
1 h~O 
Coefficients of for some definite i, give: 
[ cri (xi, t,h) 
'{· 
2b . = lim. li:, - s~ 1r.h 1. h, k-7 0 k- 0 1. Y· t 
h vt (l.4b) 2bi lim. cri (- _._ , ) since 2:. ~-= kl:.r. xi, v, n , 
- 1. 0 h, k~O ".: 
This holds for i = 1,2, ... , n 
!1. 
Coefficient of ~ ~ for a cer t a in i, s ay 
oXi 
a. = lim. 
1. h, k ,-70 
~ i!-r( cri (xi,t,h) -~~) r~h-;r 
"<i L LJ 
0 r . = 1. 
4. 
(1. 4c) 
fori= 1, 2, ... ,n 
o~u Comparison of the coeffi cients of for s ome ) X. ~X . 
l J 
definite i,j gives 
( 1. 4d) 0 = lim. 
h~O 
1( tr·c-k l; C \. xi , t , h ) 
y~ 
Let us as sume tha t cri i s of the f orm 
(1. ?) cri (xi' t, h ) = c ~i. (xi' t) + h c;i (xi, t) + ih~ c;~i (xi, t, h) 
where c~~ ( xi~t ) , c~i (xi,t ) and c~i( xi, t ,h) are bounded uni-
f or ml y , f or (xi,t) i n R and 1 . cri- c- t h) --) cr..:,_ 1:\ ) l ill . .l X . , , 1- I, X . , t, u. h~O l l 
uniforml y for (xi,t) i n R, and let a i( xi,t) be posttive and 
bounded away from zero. 
I n (1. 4c), since r ."' i s bounded uni-l 
formly by choice ' ( 1. 5); ( c~i ' c~~ ' c;i are uniforml~r bounded 
and r. are bounded (1.~),). Hence, 
l 
k 
h~ shoul d be bounded unifor ml y a s a . i s l 




=). and all of the equa t ions 
(1.4c) will give (if we had used different h's) 
5. 
(1.7) k lim. 
h40 iii = A which i s t he reas on for taki ng all hi = h 
b. 
and ~'l.. = A onc e for a ll as h varies. 'fh is can always be done by 
k 
the su bs ti tution t' = t A.h~ · 
Now ( l.4a) with \1.5) gives 
( 1. ?a ) e(X,, t J = lim ~ ~ lc~' + he¥;+ Mi of•- 6 ~' 1 
h"? 0 Y"· L 
(l. Bb) 
Substitute (l.8a) in (l.7a) and multiply by h 
h • e = lim h.h z:(cr,; + -~hci\ \ 
--r=- - I 2 ,._ ) h-+o K ~;. 
0 __ 1 , cr- . rr 1 ,c... 1 t , s 1nc e K = )\ ~.:. A 
" cr· c- ) L I~ Xi' t = 0 
:Y.,; 
Use (l. Ba ) and (1. 8b) i n (1.1a) 
e (xi , t J = lim ~ l1 + o + r ! h cf• - 1] = lim ~ h 2 cr.: h~ 0 ~,; \ ... ~o V,; 2k '-
(1. 8 c ) ~ r - c-L._ c,_ ~ xi' t ' 0 ) = 
:;._ 
2e.A 
Let us use (l.4bJ now: 
. h ~r.hr· her~· -1- _:l,h'l 0r.:J 2 b i = ll.m k "=:-- ito" + 1 2 ,_ 
h-70 -r._ 
-
(1. 8 d ) L. r.Cri = 0 
- l. 0 
i=l,2, ••• ,n 
-.r,; 





n n n n 
- ~ ~ ~· •• •'£. 
- 1 1 1 1 
n times 
7. 
i = 1, 2 , ••• ,n 
hl' r,~ + _2:1, h:Lcr.:) rtll"-1~ 1 ~ r"'cr..: 
\J ~ 2k == 2A. ~ i 0 
Y.: 
( 1. 8 f) ~ :t. cr· c xi., t) 2Aa . for all j_ 1, 2 , ••• ,n r. ~ = = 
~~ l. 0 l. 
'f{e have from ~1 . 4d) 
-I ~~~r. + 1. :l. :;.. ;L 0- = lim l).Cf,: + 2-h c.t.) ri r~h _ 1.-;f=j -- . . h~o ".: 0 ~ 
( l. 8g ) 
-
l ri 
0 =7 "£_ r.r.C 
,.. l J 0 
ri 
r. 
~ r.r. C 1 (:x.,t) = o 
~\: lJO l 
A recurs ion formula compatible with (l) is 
(l.lOa ') 
8 . 
u( x .,t+k) - u (x.,t) l . l n 
---------- = L a. 
k j=l J 
u(xi+~~h,t) - 2u(xi,t) + u(xi-~~h,t) 
h2 
n u(xi+$~h,t) - u(xi,t) n 
------------ + ~ ~ u( x1.+~1J~h,t) + d(x1.,t) h n j=l 
which on rewriting become s 
n 
u(x.,t+k) = u(x.,t) +)J L. aJJu(L+~~h,t ) -2u(x1.,t) +u ( x. -~~h,t)l+ l l L j=l L l J l. J ~ 
n 
2>.hr ~ b.5u( x .+o~h,t ) -u(x. ,t>l] + ~)\h2 ~ u(xl.·+d1J·. h ,t) + 
lj=l Jl l. J l ~ n j=l 
So 
(l.lOb') r. [n r. l. c l (i,t,h) =~ +~~1 l. - J= 0 
-r. 
2 11 l. 
0 
n 
+ 2Ahl ~ b. j=l J 
Let us s how the compatibility, using (l.lOb') in 
rela tions (1.8): 
-r. 
From (l. Sa) we get ~ c0 1 (xi, t) = r. 1 +A I: a. ( 1-2+1) = 1 j=l J 
also ( 1. Bb) : l: 
r. 
1 
r. We have~ r.r.C 1 
r. 1 J o 
1 
1 
-c;i = 2>-[~ bj (1-1)] 
j=l = 0 
2 Ae 
= 2Aai' which proves (1.8f), for this case 
t\ 
= O.l+).~a. (O.l-o.2+0.1) 
'l=\ J 
= 0 so (1.8g) holds. 
9. 
10. 
~he solutions OI i nhomogeneous equations (1.1) can be 
obt ained by superposition of solutions of a se q_uene;e of 
homogenous equations corresponding to ini~ial values a t 
varying t • .l!;or every h and every integer m we define the operator 
Lm,h act..ing O!l funct.ions g(iiJ as follows: 
(l.l0a) v(x.,~J = L h g(x1.) 1 m, 
shal.L t·or t> m.k , sa tisfy t he homogenous di f terence eq_ua"tion 
::;; . 
(l • .LlJ v(xi,t+k) = b c ~(xi,t,h) v(xt+rbh,t) 
., i"~ 
v(x~,t) shall reduce to g(x~) for t~(m+l)k and shall vanish 
for t~mk. Then v(xi,t) will satisfy the equation 
= \ g(xi), t =mk 
l 0 , t ~mk v(xi.,t+k) -~c~'(x i ,t,h) v(x~+rih,t) v-~,. 
Obviously the solution u of ll.t ) and (1. 2) can then ·be 
put into the form 
<>0 
(l.lla) u(xt,t,h) =L-l,h f(xi) + kELm h d(xi,mk) 
~-:o ' 
(1.12) u(x~,t,h) =L-l,h f\x~) +k~ Lm,h d(x~,mk) 
0~'0\ K < t 
L \ 
-l,h 
---f'- -- l=m 
·- -1'-- --:w..:-m 
---f:---- -l=m 
Let \\ g\\ = l.':!_.b. \ g( si.h)\ , 1\ vll =l.u.b. \ v(xi,t)l 
- S i,. ~'k. 
where I~ is a (n+l) dimentional net defined before. 
For stable (l.l) if the operators L are bounded with m,h 
11. 
respect to this norm uniformly in m and h for 
-k.:::;:mk ~T k= Ah:L 
That is,the equation is stable if there exists a constant 
Q independent of h, such tha t for every function vtxi,t) 
satisfying the homogenous equation (1.11) in the lattive points 
with t 0 ~ t ~ T the (· inequality 
(l.l2a) \v(xi,t)\ ~ Q l.u.b. v( ~ i.,t 0 ) for t0 ~t~'J: holds .• · ~[. . ) For a staole equation we have from (1.12 
c 1. 13) \ u e-x i., t, h) \ ~ Q ( H f 1\ + t 1\ d 1 () 
(l.l3a) \lu(x~,t,h) 1\~ Q (\lfll + T lldll) ·' l.~.t.jt\ =T 
(l.l3a) implies equi-continuous dependence of the solution 
of the difference equa-tion on the data functions f, d. ln 
particular a round of f error of maximum magnitude E commited 
at every step in using equation (1.1) will not effect the solu-
tion u(x~,t,h) by more than 
(l,.l3b.) QT ~ = Q!C: 
k Ah:t. 
here c :::max.\ ci \ 
and there will be T/k steps and k= Ah.:t... 
Then the total error due to round off increases at most 
like the number of steps in the t direction • .ft'or later application 
it is useful to observe that we can get estimates for t h e solu-
tion of the inhomogeneous equation in terms of \\ft+k d(xi.,t)l{=• 
instead of \\ d(x.:, t) \\ , 
we have indeed from (l.l2a) 
Lm, h ~()ci-, mk~ ~ Q \\ d(x i, mk)\\ ~ __Ql!_ 
~hm+l)k 
for t+k>mk+k ~6tt_ +l)k 
' / ~ 
12 
and consequently from \1.12) 
(l.l3c) u(xi' t, h)~ Q (\If\\ +kE M o~ rnK-:s;, t-kj(m+l) k 
) 
=Q ( \1 f 1\ +2:~ M ) 
m+l 
~Q ( \I f\1 + 2 Jt 11../t+k dll ) 
The following theorem shows that the stability of the 
difference equation is sufficient to guarantee convergence of 
"the solution for h ~ 0 provided sufficiently regular solution 
of the differen"tial equation problem is known to exist. 
i ·heorem 1.1 
(1.14) Let u(xj_,t) be a so.Lu-cion of (1), (la) for which 
ou a'l-u o""u 0 u 
u, C)x., ox.ox. , ()x~ 'crt' are uniformly continuous and 
1 1 J 1 
bounded in~· Let u(xi,t,h) be the solution of (1.1),(1.2) 
r. 
where the C 1 are stable and compatible with (1). Then there 
exists for every E > o , a ~ = S ( E ) , su<..:h -chat 





~ u t xi , t ) + k [ !~ - q] + o c k ) 
u(x.,t+K) - u (xi,t) l 




U\Xi,t + k ) =~ c]. (xi,t, h ) u(xi+rih,tl) + kd( xi,t ) 
ri 
Compari ng this with (l.l ) and ~n subtraction we find tha t 
13. 





w(xi,t+k ) ='E. c 1 (xi,t,h) w( xi+rih,t) + o( k) 
ri 
We ge t a difference equation of t ype (l.ll ) , so we can appl y 
( l.l3a) to get I 
\wl ~ Q ( \lf- f(l + T!{ o( k)ll ) = Q(O+T Cb( k )) = QT o( k ) 
I 
that is ju(Xi,t) - ulXi,t, h )\ ~ QT o( k ) wt ich can be made 
a s sma l l as we pleas e by t aki ng h . small, hence k small: 
which proves the t heorem. 
I 
. 2 A d . . f t - J . f t h ~heorem l . necessary con 1 ~1on or s ab1l1ty o e 
d~fference equation \l.l ) i s tha t t he 
r. 
c 1 (x t h ) s a tisfy i' ' 
(1.16 ) 
coeff ici ents 
I 
t he i nequality n i 
- i2:_8.r. l 
\ 
r . . 1 1 1 ~ C 1 (xi , t , 0 ) e l= ::;: l 
ri 
Assume t ha t (1.16) is not satisfied. Then t here exists 
ei such t hat for t hese va l ues (1.16) does not 
14 
hold. As the left hand side of (1.16) is a continuous function 
2 




rational numbers GOr infinite for all i. 
and still 
~1.17) it. ]. 
-r. 





e 1.~' J. J. ir a.r. I 
= M >l holds. 
n' 
where siand n' are integra for all i. = 
Then the point ~xi0 , t 0 ) will belong to all the lattices[~, 
for which h is of the form 
h = xio 
for all i=l,2, •••••• ,n. 
Since then x. = 
].0 
sim 
simh, t 0 =n•m
2k • 
We shall prove that (1.17) is incompatible with the boundedness 
of the operator Ln'm2 h • 
' Without restriction of generality we can 1assume x. =0, 
].0 
t = 0, for all i. ~et ~ be an arbitary fixea positive integer. 
0 
l!'or given g( xi) we consider the solutions of the homogenous 
difference equations with initial values g 
v c xi' t) =L _1 , h [ g 1 
By (1.1) we have 
v~ o, 
~ ~k) = z p-
- s s, i 
with 'gi \~N ~ 
g(sih ) 
~ r -
Here P8 . are polynomials in the C i(xi,t,h) involving only 
l 
values of xi,t wifuh lxil~~~h and lt!~~k (using (1.3) ) 
It is clear from the continuity of the 
r. 
a 1 0ii,t,h) that 
4 v (1.18) lim Ps- = P-h~o i si exists for all i and is_equal to r. 
15 
the 
s amepplynomi al_taken for the case in which all C 1 (i . ,t,h) 
I 1 are 
ri(- ri 
repl ac ed by c o,o,o) = C0 (o,o) , ( in ( 11 • 5) put b;::o) 
Denoting by wlx1 ,t,h) the sol ut ion of r. 
(l.l8cJ w(xi' t+k,h)= ~ C0 1 (o, o)w(xi +ri h, t,!h) 
ri 
with w(i.,o,h) =g(i . ) 
1 l. 
This is like (1.1) so we can say 
~ (l.l8a) w(o, vk,h) = z:__ P- (-h). s. si g si 
l. 
lsi\ ~ N~ 
From t he stabi lity of \1.1) is follows tha t ~ see 1.13):-





now t ake 
and(l.l8a) and above 
I w( o, vk, h)\~ Q II g\1 for 
........ 
- ) i ~ X· ~~ g(Xi = e 1.~1 l. 
every g 
ii' ~r . h J 
e ""' l. l. 
=1 
t/k 
Q.l, using ll.l8o) 
we have\ c~ 
.y 
Since~ is an arbi tary positive integer, M can be made larger 
16 
than Q if M is taken greater than 1. 00 this contradicts the 
assumption lVl > l. I 






Analysis of the Solution of the Difference 
for Coefficients depending on t only 
Consider (1.1) for special case when 
(2.1) cri(xi,t,h)= i(ri(t) 
so the coefficients are independent of x. and h. 
l I 




The solution _of the above inhomogenous equat ion can be 
found by solving a sequence of homogenous eqr' ations as explained 
in Section I. Let us determine the solution 
(2.la) v(xi,tJ=Lm h[f]of the proolem 
' -r ·· 
(2.2) v(ii,t+k)= ~ Y 1 (t)v(xi+rih,t) , fo~ t >mk 
ri 
(2.2a) v(ii,(m+l)k)=~(xi) 
(2.2b) v(i.,tJ= 0 for t ~ mk l 
0ince v(xi,t) must depend linear.Ly on f l and t he coeff-
icients in the recursion formula (2.2) do not depend on 
ii' there must exist numbers 





s.-r. ,m,n' l l 
( 2. 4) 
(' s. 
here g- , , = 0-1 
si,n ,n o , this is easily shown by 
using ( 2. 2b), ( 2. 3) and ( 2. 2a) for m=n' • · 
18 
r. I Also from (1.3) we have C ~ = 0 for lri(>N, for all i, so 
we have J 
(2.5) g- , = 0 for I s;I>N(m-n'), for all i. si,m,n .... 
This follows by using (l,l0a),(l.lla),(2.la) knd (2.3). 
An integral representation can be given for the coeffi-
cients gs. ,m,n' • 
~ 
Consider the solution v of (2.2) and (2.2a) ~or which 
i 'fx. u:r. 
f(x.) = e i.-=-\ ~ ~ 
~ 
Then the solution v will be of the form 
(2.6a) 
substitution of above in (2.2) gives 
"""' 
P(n'+l)k = z; yri (n'k) eih;,ri'-"'• P(n' k ) , n'k>mk 
r. 
~ 
(2.7a) I"'\iJi1i P(n'+l)k = 4>n ' (e ~ ) P(n'k) fo r n'> m 
19 
• 
Putting v(xi,t) = f(ii,t)P(t) in (2.2a) wi have 
(2.7b) P(m+l)k = l I 
I 
yeilds I Now, repeated use of (2.7a) 
iw.h 
P( (n'+l)k)=cpn' (e 1 )'fn'-l 
iW"". h I iw. h 




i v> .h 




~ =m+l (2.s) w . , (z. )= 1 m,n 1 I 
J.W. h 
n '> m and z . = ( e 1 ) 
J. 
I 1 , In ' =m ( see ( 2 • 7 b ) ) 
Now in (2.3) substitute from (2.6a) J 
v(sih,(n'+l)k)=f(sih)P((n'+l)k)= f: g:g - -~ · ,m,n'f(rih) 
""" J. I J. 
I 
which simplifies to ~ I 
P( (n'+l)k)= 2:_ g- , e-ih~ ri ~i 
r
1
. ,m, n (2.8a) 
ri I 
Using (2.~c) in above we get 
rc.o.h 
\ 11 m n' ( e 1 ) = L gr. ··m n' 
I 
""" I -ih~ r., (1.). e ·c, J: 1 
"' I 
"1' ' ':(. J.' ' 
{ - I ·""' i e. 
calling CoW i h= e i we have. "+' m, n' ( e J.) = 
-J.}!:' r. e. 
z:: g- . e ' J. J. 
- r. ,m,n' r. J. 
J. 
-;--e ·~e 0 1 . . J...::.. .r. 
henc e ( J. I J. J. m n 1 e ) •re d e 1' o o o d e 
' I n 
1(' if 
= L: g- , ...1. r r ~. r. ,m,n ( 2 1T)n j •••• j ~·~ 1 -~ -~ 
r ··""a . 0 . J.i: .t_r.-r.; 
8 I 1 . 1 J. de, o o o d an o 
- 0 where L. r. 
\.=1 1 
= r~+r~+ •••• r~,some particular ;value n of~ r. 
i=l 1 
f( 1( • • ..... 0 
(2.8b) 1 . \ \ 1 ei 1i:E\rJ, 
- • • . • w m n• (e )e 
n T ' ( 2 Tf ) ~rr -1\' 
20 
8o finally we have ~ n 
- I ~ 
i e . . i L r. e . 
(2.9) g- ,=-L ( r 
ri,m,n (2rt)n Jf\'· .. ) 
-rr 
( ~) I I ~ ~ . 'f m, n , e e d e, •••• d en • 
vte shall assume now that are cobsistent with the 
relations (1.8) and sati s fy a stability con'dition, which is 
somewhat stronger than the necessary condit~ on \1.16). More 
precisely we require that 
2: yri(t)=l see (1.8a)and ( ~ .5Jand(2.1) 
C ~~ = ytv~· (2.10a) o I 
for i=l,2, •••• ,r. see (1.8d) 
\ri\ >N ,i=l,?, •••• ,n. 
I 
(2.10b) for 
(see (1.3) and (2.1);) 
and that there exists a positive number M i bdependent of t 
I 
such that _ ""' 2 I 
l r. i ~ r. e ·1 -M 2:. 9 . (2.10c) ~~ ~(t) e ~ .. , ~ ~ ~ e ;_,., ~ for O~t~T, \9i\ ~ i1' ~ I 









I- = L b---::- g-- I s; _ r.s. r.-s.,m,n 
..... i'.: 1 ~ 1 1 
tr.s'. = 0 for each[ril>N' 
1 ~ 
we can associate the function 
"" 
p- c e.)= L.b--:-s. 1 r. s. ~ Y.,: ~ ~ 
i2:r.e. 
e ~·· 1 ~ 
i=l,2, ••• ,n 
in (2.11) and ~he using (2.llb) we obtain 
'it' 'j( - w 
1 ( ~ iSi -i ~ siei _ I 6 . =- n j ••.•.• 't' m n' (e )e Ps. (ej)de, •• de". 
1 (211') -n -IY ' I ~ 
21 
the above i mplies tha t 
(2.13) OPsi (6)1 (n'-m) +~, p~i ( 6) ~n'-m 
\ rsi\~ Q '3 
2 J ~ +n B- ( _ , ) .:t s. n -m 
J. 
(s\s~ ••••• s~Jn'-m) 1 
This Q depends on ly on upper bounds for 
B- is an upper bound for \b- \. 
si ri si 
use of ( 2.4J in(2.11),we get 
I- =\~b- g- . 'l s . _ r.s. r.-s. ,m,n 
J. ~~ J. J. J. J. 
(2.13a ) 
J. J. J. 
fu!l'l m< n' 
I 





= l bsi si \ 
so we have lrs.\ = \hs.s.{~ l Bsi 
0 
see 
m=n' and \si \>N' 
(2.1la) 
In particula r if p - ( ei) = l we have 
si 
P- 1.0)=1 p~ (0)=0, q__ ( S.:)=O, B- =0 
8 i "' i 6 i 6 i 
making use o~ \2.11 ) we get 
I 
\ 1s.\ =\?hr:s.gr:-=s . , m,n ' \? lgr:-=s., m,n ' l J. ., .: J. J. J. J. J. J. 
So frow (2.13) and a bove it r·ollot{~1that 
( 2 .14 J \ gs i 'm' n ' \ ~ Q ( n' -m) ~ i 3 













1 satisfy conditions (1.8a ,b,d) and let 
-








\c;icx:1 ,t,h) ( exist for 
I 
\ u~ i (xi' t) \ oul]. (xi' t) \ 
o xi ' 
all i and let them be uniformly bounded for 0 ~ t ~ T and 
0 < h ~ H, also there exists a positive numbet M i ndependent 
of xi,t such ~hat i~ r.e. \ -M~e? 
l r. ± J. J. l J. (3.1a ) ~ C0 1 (xi,t) e ~ e for ea ch \ei(~'TI 
ri 
I ~then the difference equa tion (1.1) is stable. 
1 
Proof: Clearly it suffices to prove that the solution 
u(xi,t,h) of 
r. 




is bounded uniformly in terms of UfU = l.i!b \fli1 ~, for ]. 
all i, as a l l the assumptions we made are uniform in t for 
:2 2. 
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0 ~ t6 T. 
For a f~xed integer s 0 we put r. -
1 r. 
(3.J) Y (t) = C 1 (s0 h,t,O) = 
(using (1. 5)wi th h=O, see : (2.1)) 
r. 
Co1 (soh,t) 
We can write (3.2) as follows 
~i 
(3.4) u(xi,t+k,h)=? '( (t)u(xi+rih,t,h) 
ri 
We will use (2.6) to solve (3.4) for u(s 0 h,~+l)k,h) 
The general solution of I 
Y,· 
®u(x. ,t+k,h)= :LY(t)"~.+r.li,t,h) -tkd(x. ,t) l - ~l l l 
Yt: 
u(xi,O,h)=f(xi) I 
is u(sih' (n'+l)k,h)= ? gs.=r. ,-ll;i il' · f(rih) 
Y'~· l l 
Putting si=s0 for all i and afterwards putting ri=Si+s 0 and 





'( r. gr.,m,n' are formed with 1 defined by (3.3) and so 
l 
depend on s 0 also. lt is implied from (3.6) that b- - =0 ri,si,m 
24 





-i'£ r.e. (3.9) ( A_ ) = L. b- - e ' J. 1 PsJ.. , m "'i - r. , s. , m V',; J. 1 ( compare (2.llb);) 
~ehe 
(3.10) 
lt follows fro~ (1. 8) and (3.9) and above that 




Since hl n '-m ~ hJn' =~kn '/A. 
Now f rom ( 2 .4 ) , and (3 .7 ) , and ( 3 . 6 ) 
( 
2h- n+2 n-1) n 1' -2- ' 
I- I = b- - I = 0 . - (-) I si, n s. , s. , n n 2 ). .. 1 1 (1+(ITs .) ) · 
1 l 
Hence we conclude that 
( 3 .13) t h- n+ 2 Is., m = o fi n ~\ ~ 1 ~~si\ + J..-n-1 -m-+1) 
Thi s r elation gives 
n-1 





- s. , m s . l 
l 
\ I- ( = s
1
. ,m s . 
l 
n' 
L L. l I- \ 
- s. , m 




~ Q' j (n 1 +1) k - 2-
, m ~ n' 
Here Q' depends on upper bounds for n , ~ ' ~ ' T, ! 
t he quantities (3 . 1 ). 
We h av e f rom ( 2 .14 ) and ( 2 . 4 ) 








, m ~ n 1 
, m ~ n 1 
and 
( 3 .16) ; l g_8 ., _1 , n 1\ ~ Q" , wh er e Q" i s a kui t able constant. 
si 1 
(3.l6a ) 
Put t = \ n'+1 )k a:;.1d each x .=s h and llu\l = 1 .u . b . 
l 0 'Y 
-
"V" 
.r • • 
' l 
We obtain finally fro~ (3.5) 
· -n+l 
} u(ii, t,h) f 'Q 11 (1fli+Q 'It 1\ullt-k "k -r 
so using (3.16a) 1 -n+ 
(3.17) Uullt~Q"\\fl +Q'ft ~u (\ tk ~ 
Also lu(xL. ,t,h)I~Q" I\ fll +i l\u U and t\u.I~Q"IIfllwe get 
(3.18) \u(x,:,t,h) \~ 2Q 11 t\fll for o~t ~ 1 
4Q,2.k-n+l 
Morv generally we will have 
(3.19) lu(.Xi,t+t 0 ,h)\~ 2Q " \\u(ii,t0 ,h) \\ =2Q "l~*~b, cu(]q,t ,h) x. 
l. 
It follows that 
(3.20) \u(xi.,t,h)\~(2Q ") 4Q ' 2T+l.\lfll , o ~t T 
= Ql\f ll , o ~ t <T 
26 
Q depends only on N, n, 1/M, T, 1/>- as Q depends on Q" and Q', 
which depends on n,K,l/M,T,l/~ and T. 
This proves the theorem. 




1 (.Xi,t) are non-negative real numbdrs. 
bO The functions c§(!i,t)and C~(x1 ,t)are_bo~ded away from zero. r. r. 
c) The relations L c 1 (x. ,t)=l and~ r.C 1 (x. ,t)=O hold. 0 l. - l. 0 l. r · r. i l. 
Proof: 
\ 
But \ c~ 
simplification gives 
27. 




1 l l 




2c0c1 0 0 
Co+C1 
0 0 
4 + •••••••• 
coc1 
Now making use of c), above, and taking r:l= _...;;..o........;;.o--= 
2(C0+C1 ) 
0 0 
the right hand side of the above e~uation become s 
n =M~ e? ~ 1 - M ~ e? ~ e l=l 1 each \e.\ 6 tr 
i=l l l 
So we have shown tha t 
r. 1 1 1 
\ 
- i~r.e.l 
!-C0 1 (i,,t) e ~ e r. 
l 
Coro1ar y to The orem 3.2. The difference equati on (l.lOa ') i s 
stable provided that 
(3. 21) 
n 
1 - A(2~ a .) 
j=l J 
n 
and .>.(l:a .) are positive and bounded away 
1 J 
from zero, ((see b) of ( 3 .2)), and provided th~t 
(3.2 2 ) \ 
4b. 
' -a-t-\ ' J b . J e are 
bounded for 0 ~ t ~ T 
The proof of this follows easily from (1.10b' ) ,(l.5) and (3.1) 
We can prove directly without using previous t heorems 
tha~ ~1.1) is sta ble if 
r .. 
c 1 l5ci , t , h) is oi' the form 





( see (1.3);) 
-r. 
We have by the above conditions C 1 (ii,t,h)::>-O for all 
sufficiently small h and so 
- -
(3.28) 1"-{cri(x.,t,h)f =l:Cr1 (x.,t';l.h)= l+!h21:cri 
- J. - J. ... 2 r. r . r. J. J. J. 
using (3.27) in (3.23) 
2 r. ~ l+qh ,as C21 is bounded and t here 
r. 
are a finite number of c2·J. due to (3.24) and they are 
bounded 
(3.29) 
(3.26). Here _ 
r. 
q = l.u. b. i~C21 (x., t,h) 
- J. 
ri 
If u(i1 ,t,h) is a solution of \3.2),(3.2a) we have 
t u c :xi , t+ k, h)\ ~t ~ c r i c :xi , t , h >( ·l u c xi+ r i h, t , h) 1 
ri 
' . 2 (3.29a) 1.!!-.b.(u(ii,t+k,h)\ ~ (l+qh )(l.u.:.b• l u(xi,t,h)j) 
x. x. J. J. 
28 
Putting t=O in above we get 
l.u:.b-\u(ii,k,h)l .~ (l+qh2) 
x . 
J. 
=(l+qh2~ l.u.b. f(i.) 
- J. >C,· . 
=(l+qh2) H f(xi >II 
Hence 
(3.2a) 
(3.30) !u(ii,n'k,h)l~(l+qh2 )ntllf(ii)ll 6 en'qh2 11fll. 
where we call 11~1 = l.u:.b· \f(ii)( 
xi 





(3.30a) \ u(xi,t,h)j6 eq-,; llf(ii)\l for i·,all sufficiently small h. 
The above shows that (1.1) is stable. 
Now looking at (3.30a), we find from (l.lOb') and (3.29) 
that q= J..l.u. b. e(xi, t) =A. e 
where ~ = max. e(xi,t) or l.u.b.of e(xi,t), 
so (3.30a) gives 
(3.31) I u(xi,n'k,h)\ ~ ( exp te)l!fll , for small h. 
Using this inequality and_applying (1.11) we get the solution 
r. 
of (1.1) and (1.2) with C 1 given by (l.lOb' b as follows. 
.... -ke ...... 
(3.32) ju(xi,t,h)j~etellfll+ k ± e_kg (ete_l) II dll. 
-e 
So the existence of a stable s ystem of difference 
equations (l.lOa') compatible with (l) makes it easy for us 
to get the uniqueness theorem for the differential equation . 
Let ai' bi' e be bounded functions of xi,t in R 
and let a . be positive and bounded away from zero. 
J. 












c;,u ~t , are uniformly 
30. 
The difference equa tion (l.l) with coefficients defined 
by (l.lOb') is stable if 
n 
l -..\(2 L aj) and 
j=l 
n 
A(L a. ) are bounded away from 
l J 
zero. For any fixed xi,t 
2 
we can always find a value .A such 
tha t >. • xi T is rationa l and t he difference equation is 
stable. Then there ex ists a s equence of values hi' tending to 
zero and corres ponding va l ues ki' = >. h~, , such tha t . the point 
(xi,t) belongs to Ehi , and hence such that u(ii,t' hi) is 
defined . By (1.15) we have 
(3.33) ,lim 
i ~00 
u(x.,t,h. ,) = u(xl.,t) 
J. J. 
Since u(x., t,h.,) does not depend on the s pecial solu tion 
J. 1 
u(xi,t) of (l), (la ) chosen, it follows that: 
u(xi,t) is uniquely determined. 
31 
Moreover u(xi,t) depends continuously on f(xi) and d(xi,t), 
we have usinf ~3.33) and (3.32) 
l u ( x. , t ) \ = 1 im u ( x. , t , h .. ) ~ :r~oO ~ ~ 
-k.e ~lim ( eteltftx. )ll+k.,,.....-...;;e___,~,.........--(ete_l)lldll) 
., ~ 1 -k. e-
J..: -7""' 1- e ~ 
and the above equation 
gives 
(3.34) 1-u(xi,t)\ ~ ete llfll + j .(ete- 1)1\dll • 
We can immidiately extend the uniqueness promf to the 
case in which the only two condi tions on the solution u of 
(l),(la) are: 
u(xi,t) is uniformly continuous and bounded in R,for 
every ~>O the quantities (1.14) exist and are uniformly 
continuous and bounded for 
Suppose there are two solutions u(x . ,t) and u'(x.,t) ~ ~ 
of(l), (la).Then 
w(xi,t)=u(xi,t) - u'(xi,t) is also a solution 
of (l),(la) wit~the same properties by f(xi) and d~ii,t) 
replaced by zero. using (3.34) we have 
(3.3 5) 
Since w(xi,t) is uniformly continuous and 
w(ii,o) = u~ii,o)-u'(xi,oJ = f(x1 J-f(iiJ=0 
So we have 
So from (3 . 35) w(x. ,t) = 0 in R. Fi nally we get 
l 
~o we have proved the foll owing uniqueness theorem • 
.l. 
Theorem 3. 3 
bounded for 
Let a j(xj,t) , bj(xj,t) , e( ii ,t) be 
0 ~ t ~ T and let a .(x . ,t ) be positive and 
J J 
bounded away from zero . Let u( xi,t) be a solution of (l),(la) 
which is uniforml y continuous and bounded f or 0 ~ t ~ T 
and such t hat for every 'Y>o the quantities 
32 . 
~u a2u d 2u dU 
are uniforml y continuous u 
' dx? ' ~t 21 x . 
l 
i:>x.dx. 
l J + 
and bounded for 'Y ~ t ~ 1'. 




Exis ... ence of Solution of the Differential Equation. 
Let us call a function g(xi,t) of class c1 if 
~ a2g ~ 2g e;~g 
g' 3X • ' 2 ' d X . 3 X • ' • • • • • • • • ' ..t.. ~ 0 x. ~ J ax. ~ ~ 
that is 
exist in R and are uniformly 
continuous and bounded in R. 
Here 11 +12+ ••• +ln ~ 1, and are integers or zero, also we 
we shall assume the notation 
n 
a bove a s l:l. ()1~ 
~-..--~g • 
n 11 ' :rr1o x. ~= ~ 
We introduce the notation 
0 ~ xi=l, so we can writ e the 
, j=l, 2, ••• , n 
Let the coefficients ai in ll) be positive and bounded 
away from zero. 
We have 
' ,i u (x.-o.h,t,h) 
xj ~ J 
u (x.-~~h,t,h) 
xjxk ~ J 
= h- 2 fu(x.+~kih,t,h)-u(x.-d~h+Jkih,t,h)-u(x.,t,h) ~ l l. J l. 
+u(x.-cS~h,t,h)] 
l. J 
if j=k, then 
Using above in ( l.lOa') we have 
n . n 





1->.( 2 !: a.) j=l J 
is chosen so that 
and 
n 
A( l: a.) j=l J are positive and bounded away 
from zero. ( see Corolary to Theorem 3.2 ) 
34 
If a j, bj' e are bounded and that they are respectively of 
class c2 ' c1 ' and C0 ' then the differen~: :equation is stable. 
So there exists a constant Q depending on e and T, where 
( 4. 2) e =max e(xi,t) 
=\\e U 
that is depending on \\e{l and T; 
such that for sufficiently small h 
(see (3.34);) 
c 4. 3) \ u c xi' t, h)\ ~ Q c \lfii+T \ldll) =O c \lfll +\ldll) 
(see (1.13a);). 
Take (4.1) and finite difference with respect to X • s. 
We have 
e n i 
+n: ~ ux (xi+~ .h, t, h)+ 
J=1 s J 
+d ex., t). 
xs J. 
n 
n . . 
L: u(xJ..+i7h+cSJ.h, t,h) j=1 J s 
n 
( 4 • 4) V t ( Xi , t, h) = _'£
1 
a j V X . X . ( Xi- cSJ.J' h, t, h) 
J= J J 
n . 
+!:' (cSJa +2b.)v (x.,t,h) 
. 1 s s x J x. J. J= s J 
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The above equation is like (4.1) and is again stable, so 
tha t 
So 
ux is bounded independently of h if 
s 
are of class u1 • 
Proceeding in this way it is seen c.~ tha t for {'~ 2, 
th the ~ divided xs differences of u(xi,t,h) are bounded if 
aj, bj' e, f, d are of cla ss 
Equation (4.1) then shows tha t ut(xi,t,h) and its 
divided differences up to order ~ -2 are bounded. 
In the above derivations it should be kept in mind that 
a.x =o for jrfs J s 
36 
and b.x =O for j;£rp 
J s 
, for aj and bj are functions 
of x. only. 
J 
~ake (4.1) and finite difference with respect to t, 
and l~t us call w(ii,t,h)=ut(ii,t,h), so we get finally 
n . n 
( 4 • 4a ) W t ( ii , t , h) = j~ l a j W X j X j ( Xi-~ jh, t, h)+ 2 j: l b j W X j ( Xi , t, h) 
n n 
e "': ( cl ) · J. +-. 1w x .+o.h,t,h +L. a.tu . (x.-cS.h,t+k,h) n J= 1 J j=l J XjXj J. J 
n et n 
+2 '!. b .tu (i., t+k,h)+ - 2:" u(x.+d::h, t+k,h) 
. 1 J x. J. n . 1 J. J J= J J= 
And also tha t 
w(xi,o,h)=ut(ii,o,h) 
Equa tion (4.4a) shows tha t 
a., bJ., e, aJ.t' bJ.t' et,u' u , u , ut' utx.' ut J xj xjxj J x jxj 
a re bounded. 
So we have the f act tha t t he quantities 
(4.5) 
ut' utx , u t' ux , x.t' ux x,~.x t' utt a re bounded s xsxk sxr_J s K-J 1 
37 
38 . 
i ndependently of h, if we assume that a. , b., e, f, d are of 
J J 
class c6 , and their time derivatives are uniformly bounded in 
R. Consider a sequence of n-dirnensional l a ttices I:"n 1 with sides 
(4.6) , n 1 >- o 
also let l:CIO be the sum of all ~n 1 , viz., t he set of points 
with coordina tes of the form 
o~t~T 
with ri' si' n 1 integers and n 1 non-negative. 
This set ~QQ is everywhere dense in R, for in the neighbourhood 
of every point of R we can find a point of 'E .oo • In other words 
for each point (xi,t) of ~~ there is an N such tha t (xi,t) 
belongs to L. 
n 
for n ~ N , and so 
n~ N . (see theorem 1.1). 
u(x., t,h ,) is defined for 
J. n 
Now since 1: «> is a denumerable set and all t he 
u(x ., t~~h) are uniformly bounded, so t here exists a sequence s 
1 
of positive i ntegers n 1 such tha t 
exists for all (x.,t) in L~ 
1 
x 1 -x s s 
hnl 
Consider h o;::-n l '-
<V =1 
, see (1.15) 
= u(x.+o1 (x'-x ),t,h ,)-u(x.,t,h ,) 1 s s s n 1 n 
(4.6b) Call Xi= Xi+J!(x~-xs)' so the above expresion becomes 
x'-x 
- u(x-• t h )-u(-x t h )- O(h, ~h ~) ~ i' ' n' i' ' n' - --n 
as ux is bounded. 
s 
n 
~ow proceeding in this way for any xr not necessarily 
of type (4.6b) we get by summing for all s=l, ••• ,n 
n 
u(ii,t,hn 1 )-u(ii,t'hn,~=O(Z: (x~-xs)) 
S=l 
if n' ~ s, and n'~ oo we have 
n 
u(ii,t)-u(xi,t)=O(~ (x~-xs)) in ~oo 
S=l 
In the same way the boundedness of ut gives 
u(x. ,t' )-u(x., t)=O(t'-t) in ~oo 
1 1 
So u(ii, t) is uniformly continuous and bounded in 2: 00 • 
So we can continue u(xi,t) in whole set li in such a way that 
u(x.,t) is of class C0 in R. 
1 







+ o(;_ (x' -x )\ 
S=l S S ') 
For large n' • As n ''""" oo1the left hand side has a limit. 
i::> o the right hand side has a limit. Also ux (xi't,~ 1 ) 
s 
does not depend on xi, it follows that for x! ~ x. tha t J. J. 
lim 
n' c. s 
n • ~oo 
in "":Eoo 
u (xi,t,h ,)= v(x1.,t) exists for all ~x.,t) xs n J. 
The boundedness of u and u again implies 
xjxk xjt 
that v(xi,t) is uniformly con~inuous in~~ , and v(xi,t) 
clo.s s 
0 
can be continued in the whole of R as a function of~C • 
So from t4.7) for n'Es 
utxj_,t)-u(xi,t) 
n ~ ~x'-x ) 
S=l S S 
n ,__., oo we have 
n n 
= 2. v(xi, t)+ o L (x~-x ) 
S=l 1 S 
for all (xi,~) and (xj_,t) in ~~. Because of the continuity 
of u~xi,t) and v(xi,t) the same relation will hold for any 
~xi,t) and (xj_,t) in R. 
For x~_, xs we have ( using (4.6b);) 
-au c x1. , t > __ v(xi,t) in R. This holds for any s 
40 
41 . 
Using the uniform boundedness of all the quantities ( 4 . 5) 
we conclude in the same manner tha t 
converge respectively 
towards t he correspondi ng deriva tives of u(xi, t ) and t hat 
t he limits are of class C0 in R. So u(ii, t) is of class 
) u 
and at is of clas s c0 • 
Equations ( 4 .1 ) for h = hn ', n ' c s , n '-4 oo final l y 
give t ha t u(xi , t) s a tisfies (1) , ( l a ) i n L~ and hence in 
R. I~ this manner we have proved : 
Th eorem 4.1 Bqua t i ons (1) , ( l a ) 
class c4 if a . ' J 
i s positive and 
oa. 
__J_ ' bt 
bj ' e , f , d are 
bounded away from 
bb,j de ¢d 
"t ' ~t ' ot 
have a s olution u of 
of clas s c6 , and a .' J 
zero and 
are of cla ss C0 • 
If (1) and (la) s a tisfy the conditions of t he t heorem 
a~ove , then from theorem 1 .1 for every set of coeffici ents 
r. 
C ~ , compat ible wi th (1) and stable , the solut ion u( x. , t , h) 
~ 
of (1. 1) and (1 .2) will converge uniformly towards t h e 
solution u(xi , t) of (1) and (la ) . 
Section V 
Appendix 
As ymptotic behavior of t he ~ undarnental j Olution 
of the Difference Equation 
\ 
Te. \. \ '(r . i ~ r. e., From \ 2 • 7 ) cp n 1 ( e 1 ) = ~ 1 ( n 1 k 1 e 1.1. 1 1 
ri 
Using (2.l0c) on right hand side of above we get 
"" 2 
\




using (A l) 
o~ ~k~T, \ai \.~ tr 
tha t is 
( ie. \ 
'Y\ 2 "' 2 "' _? 
- MI9. -MI9. - M'!.tr. 




· i8i \ -M (n 1 -m)~e? (A 2) '-" (e ) <:e 1 l. 1 m,n 1 -
We have 
\y si( t)\ =\_1_ J. ·\w '? ti'i( t) (2ft) ~ r . 
-it' -iY l. 
11' \\' 
- l il:(r.-s. )e . e ' · 1 1 l. d (\ • • • • d en 
some f ixed si 
~ (~1t)nH • ·(}-/\t) 
-fl -1\' 




1 l. de1 ••• den . 
42 
Making use of l2.10a) we get 
E~uation (2.7) g1ves us 
-:-- . "" I d 19i r 1~r. e. 
\
de.cpn 1 (e )\=\f:. '( i(n 1 k) i.r .. e 1 1 1 
J ~~ J 
I r . \ \ \ \ i :rr . 9 . \ ~ ~)' 1 (n 1 k) rj ie 1 1 
(see (2.10b);) 
Using (2.10a) we have 
or ~ N(N+l) 
ie. 
In ~he same way the higher deriva tives of~n . (e 1 ) 




....h ie. - i:rr.e. 
-r, I ( e 1) = L yri ( n I k) e I 1 1 
n -Y'_: 
i'Ir.e. 
ir .e 1 1 
J 
using (2.10a) and putting 
Bi=O for all i=l, ••• ,n 




We have from (2.8): ~see (A 2) also;) 
- 2 ( A 5) -M(n'-m)~e. 




(A 7) d3 i&. 
-- 'tm n' (e 1) 
d9~ ' 
J 
define I- and p- ( 9. ) by ( 2 .11) and ( 2 .ll"b) • The 
si si 1 
-function p- (B.) can be written a s s. 1 
1 
n . 
(A 8) p- (e. ) =P- (C)·. ) + ~ pd ( 0) sin 8. + 
si 1 si 1 j=l si J . 
-
where q- (e.) is of period 2tr and vanishes with all i ts s. 1 
1 
first derivatifes for Si=o for all i, viz., ei=o 
Let B- be an upper bound for It~.\ 
si 1 1 
~ow (2.llb) gives 
. ""' 
- ) 1.1:r.e . 
' Ps (e. =~b- e :L . 1 1 = 
1. 1 _ r.s. 'f,; 1 1 
- ....., 1 - -
p- ( 0) +ZPs . ( 0) sin eJ. +qs. ( SL) 
si l"' 1 1 
45 
q- ( e. ) = 0 (i' e. e. ) B- ) 
si J. , J. J si 
q~)(e. )=O(B- ) 
s. J. s. 
J. J. 
q j ~ c e . ) =0 c B- ) 
s. J. s . 
J. J. 
qJjj(e.)=O(B- ), due to higher powers of e. each 
si J. si J. 
multiplied by bN. 
J. J. 
After integration and t aking absolute values we have 
Substitution of (A 8) in (2.12) and after integr ation by parts 
thrice we have the result or estima te 
=0r( n '-mJn-l(s1 s 2 ••• sn)-3~1jP:s. ((5)\ (n'-mJ+~ P~. (0)(/n~ ; -m) L 1.! l. l .. , l. 
+Bsi1l 
On the basis of (A 2), (A 5), (A 6), (A?) we combine (A 9) 
and (A 10) to get 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we prove the uniqueness and the exis tenc e 




' n : dU -· 
"lr.t =~a. 
0 . 1 1. 1.= 
with the initial condition 
n ~u 
+2 .L bi~x. + eu + d 
1.=1 1. 
in the (n+l) dimensional region R: (x, t) where -ao<Xi <: ~ , i=l, 2, •• ,n 
and o ~ t ~ T , provided tha t a. , b., e, f, d are of class c6 , 
1. 1. 
a i a re positive and bounded away from zero and the time deriva tives 
of ai,bi,e and d are of class o0 • 
Essentially t his paper extends the results of F.John (2) 
for one dimen:&ional ca se to n-dime:;:rsions. The method consists of 
solving sui table difference equations in a (n+l) dimen·Sional 
l a ttice and taking the limit of such solutions as the mesh size 
of the l atti ce tends to zero. So with (A) we associa te the 
difference equation 
- rl,r2, .. ,rn- -- -(B) u(x,t+k,h)=~ ~ •• I,. C (x,t,h)u(x+rh,t,h)+kd(x,t) 
rl r2 rn 
with the initial condition u(i,o,h)= f(i). Here \ri\'N. 
(1) class cP means p times continuously differentiable and bounded 
in R. 
(2) Communi cations on pure and applied mathematics,volume 5,no.2 
may, 1952. 
In order tha t solutions of (B) should tend towards 
solutions of (A), we consider,naturally,the difference equations 
of the form (B) which, for h~o , go over formally into (A). 
r 1 ,r2 , •• ,r This gives the compa tibility conditions that C n 
will have to sa tisfy. Stability conditions for (B) are determined, 
viz.,that we can find bounds for the solutions u(x,t,h) which 
depend on the bounds for f and d, but are independent of h. 
~he stability conditions derived here for (B) ise 
e 
where \ ej \ ~ 11' . 
n 




-M 'L 6. j=l J 
Once assured of the uniform boundedness of the solution 
u(x,t,h) of (B) for bounded f and d it is shown that u(x,t,h) 
converges for h ~0 towards a solution u(x, t) of the differential 
equa tion (A). This is the convergence theorem. The uniqueness and 
existence of solutions of the differential equation (A) a re simple 
consequences of the convergence theo.1·em • 
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